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 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

WinsonYeung said: ...Definitively A++ recommended WSO.

Learn Directly From 11 Top Six Figure Solo
Ad Sellers To Find Out Exactly How They Do
It And Start Succeeding Just Like They Do!
After Years Of Quietly Earning A Fortune Under The Radar 11 Of The Top Warrior &

Facebook Solo Ad Sellers Finally Agreed To Let Me Reveal The Exact Same Techniques
They Use To Earn More Than $150.00 Per Day Selling Solo Ads...

Dear Warriors,
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Have you ever seen one of these guys?

I mean one of these highly successful solo ad sellers with no particular skills or knowledge... with
huge lists of 50-100K subscribers, selling solo ads day in, day out, making several thousands
dollars a month with very little effort, while sending his Facebook updates from an obscure
beach in Thailand...

You've probably seen one of them, right here on the Warrior Forum or perhaps on Facebook.

And what's really amazing about people like this is that they are just “regular guys.” They are
obviously not smarter or more intelligent than you.

It's something else.

Wouldn’t it be great to know what these SIX FIGURE Solo Ad Sellers are actually doing?

Wouldn’t it be great to be able to get inside the heads of a BUNCH of these solo ad sellers, and find
out exactly what they do and how they make money day in, day out, even while they are on
vacation?

The Biggest SOLO AD Secret

Here's the big secret: the fastest and easiest way to become successful with solo ads is to closely
follow someone who is already successful... and then model EVERYTHING that they do.

But the problem is... these solo ad gurus will only teach you the real secrets and behind-the-scenes
stuff if you pay them at least $5,000.00 with no guarantee of success whatsoever.

You know what?

Screw that!

And keep reading because I'm going to show you not only how you can start with the easiest
and most profitable business for newbies to join...
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But how you can legally steal the mind of the best solo ad sellers for less than a tiny fraction of
their $5,000.00 coaching program.

Quote:

Originally Posted by WinsonYeung:

This is definitely a MUST READ guy if you are a Solo Ads seller or plan to enter the solo business because
inside this WSO lays the BRAIN of the solo ads industry!

What best is that you are going to learn A LOT especially when the value far exceed the cost of the WSO.

Definitively A++ recommended WSO.

Oh btw, a huge shout out to Justin Spencer too (He's my mentor in Solo Ads biz )

Best Regards,
Winson Yeung

Listen up, I've been marketing online since 2006, made way over $100,000.00 online and enjoyed
a nice and steady monthly income building my lists with free traffic generation methods... until
Google decided to wipe my money making websites off their search results. 

Happily, I started to buy solo ads in 2011 to drive traffic to my offers, and I managed to add
thousands of subscribers to my lists...
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You know what?

I found that buying solo ads to drive traffic to my sales funnels was faster and most profitable than
other traffic methods, and way easier than PPC.

BUT... I was shocked when I discovered that these solo ad sellers were effortlessly making more
money than me, just selling clicks to other marketers, and once I realized the true power of this
business model, I went on a mission...

For the last couple of months, I've been spending a lot of time interviewing, watching, and getting to
know even MORE guys who are making six figures a year selling solo ads.

As I started asking them question and got deeper and deeper into their heads, and really started to
learn how and why they were SO DAMN SUCCESSFUL with solo ads, I began to realize that
they knew a lot of things that most people don't know.
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These guys really know what it takes to make money selling solo ads, grow and scale your
business to the next level.

Listen good...

What If I Told You That 11 Of Your Fellow Warriors
Finally Revealed How To Make An Absolute Killing With

Solo Ads?

And What if I told you that you can get inside the minds of eleven “Solo Ad Masters” and start
learning from them directly... without paying those huge fees.

And what if I even told you that I got them to reveal their TOP SECRETS with us?

Announcing the Six Figure Solo Sellers Secrets

Proven and Battle-Tested STEALTH techniques from the trenches...

I’ve learned so much from these "Solo Ad Masters" personally, that I wonder why nobody explained
this to me in plain English before, and how much money I left on the table during all these years.

They are arguably the BEST in the world when it comes to solo ads and get the highest EPC from
your list.

They are also the TOP Solo Ad Sellers on the Warrior Forum and Facebook...

1. Justin Spencer
Expertise: Solo Ads, Affiliate Marketing and Product Creation

2. Igor Kheifets
Expertise: "Mister Solo Ads", The Coach
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3. Emilis Strimaitis
Expertise: Solo Ads, Affiliate Marketing & Product Creation

4. Jens Steyaert
Expertise: Solo Ads & Pay Per Lead

5. Shane Farell
Expertise: Solo Ads & Pay Per Lead

6. Tomer Algrably
Expertise: Solo Ads & Traffic Generation

7. Kalle Viidik
Expertise: Solo Ads & Sales Funnel Set Up

8. Paul de Sousa
Expertise: Solo Ads and CPA

9. Ed Newman
Expertise: Solo Ads & Affiliate Marketing

10. Ron Green
Expertise: Solo Ads & Affiliate Marketing

11. Mike Buotempo
Expertise: Solo Ads & Facebook Ads

Have a look at what you'll discover inside...

I start you off with Paul de Sousa,

Here are just a few of the secrets he shared:

The biggest reason why people fail as solo ad sellers (this will surprise you) - pp 7
Exactly how much you should reinvest in your solo ad business when you are starting, and also once the
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business is up and running - pp 9
You'll discover why people are getting banned by aweber and getresponse and what
you need to do to avoid this nightmare - pp 6

Justin Spencer shared amazing secrets...

How to bullet proof your solo ad business (Hint: you don't want to rely on a single
autoresponder company) - pp 9
How to keep your SPAM complaints low (and what to do if you actually get banned by your autoresponder) -
pp 10
The critical changes you will need to make to your behaviour and your thinking... It is
simply not possible to achieve the high levels of income without these.

Jens will teach you...

His amazing method to instantly make $1 for every new subscriber (and literally build
your list for free) - pp 18
The only 3 things you need to do to multiply your income - pp 18
FOUR crucial Things you need to focus on when starting your solo ad business - pp 17

Igor teaches you...

The "BIG" secret of making sure that traffic you generate will deliver profits
How to avoid getting burned and lose your shirt when buying solo ads from new vendors
The deceptively simple TWO steps approach that will gain you astonishing open rate

Shane reveals...

His amazing secret to turn a 200 click solo into 200 subscribers - pp 26
An incredible way to make money from freebie seekers - pp 26

Now, look at Tomer's secrets...
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Discover how you can leverage your clicks and get double or triple power - pp 13
A powerful secrets to bypass the ISPs and other gmail spam filters - pp 13

You'll also discover...

Paul's amazing plan to go from 5000 subscribers to Six Figures, starting with Solo
Ads, CPA and eventually your own product launch - pp 7
The secret to build highly responsive lists - pp 23
FOUR critical things you need to focus on when starting your solo ad business - pp 17
How to avoid being slapped by Gmail
The Easiest and Fastest way to instantly create Attention Grabbing subject lines and
Great ad copy - pp 19
How to track your upsells, downsells and know your real ROI - pp 20
How to protect yourself against scammers when you buy solo ads - pp 25
And much, much more...

And we are just getting started...

Quote:

Originally Posted by Shane F:

Franck, really top notch collection of interviews you put together. I am partial since I am featured but
learned from reading the other interviews. Price is really low for what amounts to a mastermind level of
coaches. You are learning from people who do this everyday to earn full time incomes and each person
gives actionable steps to earn daily and mistakes to avoid. 

Great work getting this together and tremendous value that is becoming rare in the WSO section.

Thanks, Shane

Quote:

Originally Posted by Ledux:

*I have received a free review copy of this product.* 
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If you want to succeed, you need to model the people who are already successful. 

So, if you want to become successful in building a list and selling solo ads then this report is what you need
to get. 

You will get to learn from 11 top marketers in the industry who have already achieved what you are planning
to do. You will find different perspectives on the same questions and you will chose what works best for you.

This information is ideal for a beginner who wants to start building a list as well as for a struggling marketer
who is looking to make that breakthrough. 

Personally, I got a ton of golden nuggets that I'm going to be implementing. 

The plan that is laid out in this report is priceless. It would have made everything so much easier
for me, if I had it when I was just getting started.

Also, the product comes with several bonuses that add tremendous value making this whole package
insanely awesome.

I highly believe in over-delivering, and to sweeten the deal even more, I'll throw in...

FIVE Amazing FAST ACTION BONUSES

BONUS #1: 36mn Video Recording of Private Coaching Call (MP4)

This traffic expert has generated many millions online. In this Private Coaching Call, you'll discover
How to get massive traffic with solo ads. You'll discover a little known website where you can find
lists with millions of subscribers, and where to find email lists in dozens of profitable niches…(HINT:
health, golf, relationship, dog training and dozens of niches…).

PLUS... an ingenious strategy to turn your subscribers on you…(when you know these "email
influence" secrets, your subscribers will follow you, like you and be happy to click on your emails
and buy your products and services. You really want to pay attention to this high caliber
information).

BONUS #2: 100% "Body Guard" Approved Solodex (Up to date list of trusted solo providers)
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I’m warning you... the world of solo ads is full of scammers, and you don't want to buy from
someone just because people recommend it. These scam artists really know what they are doing.

With my Solodex, you'll know EXACTLY who you can trust to buy solo ads right now. This is the
most up to date Solodex in 2014. These sellers are active right now, and most importantly, they
have a lot of action takers and buyers on their list.

BONUS #3: The "Advanced" Solo Ad Buys Tracking Sheet

This "Advanced" Excel Tracking Sheet will enable you to track your solo ad buys. It will enable you to
track everything. Clicks, optins, OTO sales, upsells; PPL offers, total cost per subscribers after sales,
conversion rates and much, much more.

This is a MUST HAVE for anyone building his list with solo ads.

BONUS #4: Mindmap of the Whole Solo Ad Business Process

This mindmap will help you stay on track, and you will know exactly where you are in your business
(Hint: there are FOUR stages in the solo ad business).

BONUS #5: Mystery Bonus:

It's a secret.

PLUS... the WSO Bonus #6: An Amazing wso for all buyers...
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Get started right NOW with Six Figure Solo Sellers and
you'll get full access FOR LIFE!

Let's Wrap This Up...

Here is a recap of what you are going to receive... 

- The "Solo Ad Secrets Insider Secrets" ebook ($37 value)

- "36mn Video Recording of Private Coaching Call (MP4)" ($77 value)

- The "Solo Sellers Solodex" ($17 value)

- The "Solo Ad Excel Tracking Sheet" ($17 value)
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- The "Solo Ad Mindmap" ($17 value)

- The "Mystery Bonus" ($67 value)

- A Second "Mystery WSO Bonus" ($9.95 value)

- LIFETIME support from me (Priceless)
(a must have if you are a newbie)

Total Value = ($241.95) Real Retail Value

But don't worry - obviously you're not going to spend anything near that.

So act now before the opportunity is gone forever...

What's a four or five figures a month is worth to you?

Click the order button now before the price increases (again): 

Sincerely,

Franck 

P.S. Remember, the price is rising fast. That means that if you decide to go away and "think about
this offer", you'll pay more when you come back. Why pay more? No much to think about. Your
purchase is guaranteed. This is truly a 100% Risk- FREE offer.
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P.P.S. Every single tip, technique and strategy that you'll discover in this package is a PROVEN
winner. These Six Figures "Solo Ad Masters" use them to make thousands of dollars per month with
their solo ad business. 

Click the order button Now Before The Price Increases:
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 Re: 11 Warriors Six Figure Solo Sellers Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...
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Question #1) Do you give review copies?
Update: all review copies have been given out.
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 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

Franck, really top notch collection of interviews you put together. I am partial since I am featured but learned from
reading the other interviews. Price is really low for what amounts to a mastermind level of coaches. You are learning
from people who do this everyday to earn full time incomes and each person gives actionable steps to earn daily
and mistakes to avoid. 

Great work getting this together and tremendous value that is becoming rare in the WSO section.

Thanks, Shane

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to Shane F
For This Useful Post:

Franck Silvestre
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 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

Thank you Shane, your review means a lot to me. I'm so glad you like it.

Quote:

Originally Posted by Shane F 
Franck, really top notch collection of interviews you put together. I am partial since I am featured but
learned from reading the other interviews. Price is really low for what amounts to a mastermind level of
coaches. You are learning from people who do this everyday to earn full time incomes and each person
gives actionable steps to earn daily and mistakes to avoid. 

Great work getting this together and tremendous value that is becoming rare in the WSO section.
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Blog Entries: 52
Thanks: 45
Thanked 172 Times in 97 Posts

Thanks, Shane
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 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

This is definitely a MUST READ guy if you are a Solo Ads seller or plan to enter the solo business because inside
this WSO lays the BRAIN of the solo ads industry!

What best is that you are going to learn A LOT especially when the value far exceed the cost of the WSO.

Definitively A++ recommended WSO.

Oh btw, a huge shout out to Justin Spencer too (He's my mentor in Solo Ads biz )

Best Regards,
Winson Yeung

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to
WinsonYeung For This
Useful Post:

Franck Silvestre
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 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

Hi Winson,

You've just made my day! I'm glad you like it. 
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Join Date: 2006
Location: Guadeloupe
(Caribbean Sea), but I may be
in Dubai, Thailand, Morocco...
Posts: 3,391
Blog Entries: 52
Thanks: 45
Thanked 172 Times in 97 Posts

Quote:

Originally Posted by WinsonYeung 
This is definitely a MUST READ guy if you are a Solo Ads seller or plan to enter the solo business because
inside this WSO lays the BRAIN of the solo ads industry!

What best is that you are going to learn A LOT especially when the value far exceed the cost of the WSO.

Definitively A++ recommended WSO.

Oh btw, a huge shout out to Justin Spencer too (He's my mentor in Solo Ads biz )

Best Regards,
Winson Yeung
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Thanks: 18
Thanked 5 Times in 4 Posts

 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

Review copy
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Join Date: 2014
Location: Asia
Posts: 117
Thanks: 18
Thanked 5 Times in 4 Posts

 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

Hi 
i buy your product but i am facing the problem 
1) Facing the problem when i can click on the Bonus number 4 i can get the same link that was the Bonus number
2
2) No Bonus on 3
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Location: Asia
Posts: 117
Thanks: 18
Thanked 5 Times in 4 Posts

 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

Hi 
i buy your product but i am facing the problem 
1) Facing the problem when i can click on the Bonus number 4 i can get the same link that was the Bonus number
2
2) No Bonus on 3
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 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

Hi Malik, I sent you a PM.
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Join Date: 2006
Location: Guadeloupe
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in Dubai, Thailand, Morocco...
Posts: 3,391
Blog Entries: 52
Thanks: 45
Thanked 172 Times in 97 Posts

Quote:

Originally Posted by malik4u7861 
Review copy
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Join Date: 2006
Location: Guadeloupe
(Caribbean Sea), but I may be
in Dubai, Thailand, Morocco...
Posts: 3,391
Blog Entries: 52
Thanks: 45
Thanked 172 Times in 97 Posts

 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

Hi Malik,

Thank you for your business. 

For support, it's better to contact me at my email, or send me a PM.

1) For bonus #4, you will have the link below the video in the Mystery Bonus.

You can also find the link to bonus #4 in Module 2 in the main PDF.

2) The bonus number 3 is the Solo Ad Excel Tracking Sheet, it should be in the ZIP file. I've just checked and it's
inside.

Note: please reply to this support issue by email, thank you.

Enjoy your Six Figure Solo Seller package.
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Originally Posted by malik4u7861 
Hi 
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i buy your product but i am facing the problem 
1) Facing the problem when i can click on the Bonus number 4 i can get the same link that was the Bonus
number 2
2) No Bonus on 3
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Join Date: 2011
Location: Lithuania
Posts: 214
Thanks: 11
Thanked 36 Times in 33 Posts

 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

*I have received a free review copy of this product.* 

If you want to succeed, you need to model the people who are already successful. 

So, if you want to become successful in building a list and selling solo ads then this report is what you need to get. 

You will get to learn from 11 top marketers in the industry who have already achieved what you are planning to do.
You will find different perspectives on the same questions and you will chose what works best for you. 

This information is ideal for a beginner who wants to start building a list as well as for a struggling marketer who is
looking to make that breakthrough. 

Personally, I got a ton of golden nuggets that I'm going to be implementing. 

The plan that is laid out in this report is priceless. It would have made everything so much easier for me, if I had it
when I was just getting started.

Also, the product comes with several bonuses that add tremendous value making this whole package insanely
awesome.
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List Building Coach
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Join Date: 2006
Location: Guadeloupe
(Caribbean Sea), but I may be
in Dubai, Thailand, Morocco...
Posts: 3,391
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Thanks: 45
Thanked 172 Times in 97 Posts

 Re: 11 Six Figure Solo Sellers Warriors Reveal Their $150+ Per Day Solo Ad Secrets...

Hi Ledux,

Thank you for your honest review. You are awesome! And I'm glad to see that you are going to take action. 

Franck

Quote:

Originally Posted by Ledux 
*I have received a free review copy of this product.* 

If you want to succeed, you need to model the people who are already successful. 

So, if you want to become successful in building a list and selling solo ads then this report is what you need
to get. 

You will get to learn from 11 top marketers in the industry who have already achieved what you are planning
to do. You will find different perspectives on the same questions and you will chose what works best for you.

This information is ideal for a beginner who wants to start building a list as well as for a struggling marketer
who is looking to make that breakthrough. 

Personally, I got a ton of golden nuggets that I'm going to be implementing. 

The plan that is laid out in this report is priceless. It would have made everything so much easier for me, if I
had it when I was just getting started.

Also, the product comes with several bonuses that add tremendous value making this whole package
insanely awesome.
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